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APOKIN, I A, MAISTROV, L E, & EDLIN, I S 1981 Charles Babbage, 1791-1871. Moscow 
(Nauka). 128 pp. 0.45 r. In Russian. Popular account of life and work of CHARLES 
BABBAGE. MR 83b:01057. (ACL) #11 1 1 1 
BARATOV, M B 1980 The great thinker ABU AL1 IBN SINA. Tashkent (Fan). 38 PP. 
0.05 r. Booklet written during the Ibn Sina Millenary Celebration. MR 83c:O1009. 
(ACL) lill 1 2 a 
BARBERA, ANDRE 1981 Interpreting an arithmetical error in BOBTHIUS's E institutione 
musica (iii. 14-16). Archives Internationales d'Histoire des Science* 31, 26-41. 
MR 83c:O1012. (ACL) #11.1.3 
BATUT, CHRISTIAN 1979 SW les approximations du logarithms. Pp. 331-338 in Com~tes 
Rendus du 104e Congr& National des Sociitis Savantes, Fast. IV. 
Nationale). 
-~___ 
Apstzthe LOGARITHM. 
Paris (Bibliotheque 
MR 83a:OlOOl. @CL) #11.1.4 
BEREZKINA, E I 1980 Mathematics in ANCIENT CHINA. Moscow (Nauka). 312 pp. 2.40 r. 
In Russian. A full review of this book by E. M. Bruin* appears in MR 83c:O1006. 
(ACL) #11.1.5 
BERNDT, BRUCE C 1983 'I%@ quarterly reports Of S. RANANUJAN. American Mathematical 
Monthly 90, 505-516. This paper describe* and puts in historical perspective the 
most significant results in the three reports Ramanujan made on his research in 1913 
and 1914 to the Board of Studies in Mathematics at the University of Madras. (ACL) 
#11.1.6 
BERNHARDT, H 1980 Zur Institutionalisierung der angewandten Mathematik an der Berliner 
Universidt 1920-1933. NTM. Schriftenreihe fir Geschichte der Naturwissenschaften, 
Technik, und Medizin 17, 23-31. On the institutionalization of applied mathematics at 
BERLIN UNIVERSITY 1920-1933. FELIX KLEIN. RICHARD VON MISES. MR 83c:O1033. (ACL) 
#11.1.7 
BIBBY, JOHN, compiler 1983 Quotes, damned quotes, and . . . . An anthology of sayings, 
epithets, and witticisms--several of them something to do with statistics. Halifax 
(Cemast Books). 52 pp. Paperbound. $4.00. 2.20 pounds. ISBN 0 946544 00 X. Avail- 
able from the compiler at 33 Haugh Shaw Road, Halifax, United Kingdom. (ACL) N11.1.8 
BIERMANN, KURT-R 1983 C. F. GAUSS als Mathematik- und Astronomiehistoriker. HM 10, 
422-434. (ACL) #11.1.9 
BCOSS, BERNHEIM & H(bYRUP, JENS 1983 Von Msthematik und Krieg: ;iber die Bedeutung van 
RkstUng und milit&ischen Anforderungen fiir die Entwicklung der Mathematik in Geschichte 
und Gegenwart. Roskilde, Denmark (Roskilde Universitetscenter). 66 PP. Paperbound. 
ISSN 0106-6242 (Tekster fra Roskilde Universitetscenter, IMFUFA, 64). "On mathematics 
and war: The significance of armament and MILITARY requirements for the development 
of mathematics in history and the present." An essay on the question of whether or 
not the development of modern mathematics benefits in an essential way from its connec- 
tion with military requirements. The authors argue for a greater social awareness on 
the part of mathematicians in their work. (ACL) #ll.l.lO 
BOS, H J M 1981 On the r*preS*ntatiOn of curves in DESCARTES' G&m&rie. Archive 
for History of Exact Sciences 24, 295-338. MR 83c:O1018. (ACL) #ll.l.ll 
BOTTAZZINI, UMBERTO 1982 Aspects of ITALIAN mathematics in the early 19th century: 
the heritage of LAGRANGE and CAUCHY's "Modern Analysis." Acta historiae rerum natur- 
alium necnon technicarum, Special Issue 13, 271-282. This paper brings out the roles 
of A. BOREONI (1788-1860) and G. PIOLA (1791-1850) in this transition period, and 
emphasizes the importance of religious, political, and ideological influences. (ACL) 
t11.1.12 
BOTTAZZINI, UMBERTO 1983 La matematica e le sue "utili appljcazioni" nei congressi 
degli scienziati italiani, 1839-1847. 
nell'eta de1 positivisro. 
Pp. l-68 in ,& congressi= scienziati 
Bologna (CLUEB). An account of mathematics at the various 
-ofthe congress of Italian scientists between 1839 and 1847. (ACL) #11.1.13 
BRUINS, EVERT M 1981 EGYPTIAN arithmetic. Janus 68, 33-52. MR 83a:01003. (ACL) 
#11.1.14 
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BYERS, VICTOR 1982 Why study the history of mathematics? International Journal of 
Mathematical Education in Science and Technology 13, 59-66. MR 83b:OlOOl. (ACL) 
#11.1.15 
CAPELO, ANtiN &NDIW & FERBARI, MARIO 1982 La "cuffia" di Beltrami: storia e 
descrizione. Bolletino di Storia delle Scienze Matematiche 2, 233-247. A three- 
dimensional "collage" of a surface having negative curvature, constructed by E. BELT-1 
served as a model for a NON-EUCLIDEAN GEOMETRY. Photographs included. (ERP)#ll.l.lG 
DAHAN, ANY 1980/1981 Les travaux de Cauchy sur les substitutions. Etude de son 
approche du concept de group=. Archive for History of Exact Sciences 23, 279-319. 
A, L. CAUCHY's works on PERMUTATIONS. A study of his approach to the concept of 
GROUP. A full review appears in MR 83c:O1025. (ACL) #11.1.17 
DEAKIN, MICHAEL A B 1981 The development of the LAPLACE TRANSFORM, 1737-1937. I. 
Euler to Spitzer, 1737-1880. Archive for History of Exact Sciences 25, 343-390. 
MR 83b:01029. (ACL) #11.1.18 
DIAMOND, MARION & STONE, MERVYN 1981 Nightingale on Quetelet. III. Essay in mem- 
orian. Journal of the Royal Statistical Society, Series A, 144, 332-351. A contin- 
uation of article abstracted in #2024. FLORENCE NIGHTINGALE. QUETELET. MR 83a:01044c. 
(ACL) #ll.l.lY 
DIEUMINNi:, J 1981 Schur functions and group REPRESENTATIONS. Pp. 7-19 in youpg 
tableaux and Schur functions in algebra and geometry. Paris (Sot. Math. France). I. 
MR3ziz3~---- SCHUR. #11.1.20 
DI STEFANO, MARIA ELENA & TINTI, MARISA GINEPRO 1982 Apollonio e la circonferenza. 
Eolletino di Storia delle Scienze Matematiche 2, 211-231. The innovative aspects of 
APOLLONIUS' treatment of the CONIC SECTIONS is discussed here. (EPJ') #11.1.21 
DOLD-SANPLONIUS, YVONNE 1978 Some remarks on the Book of Assumptions by Aq+n. -- 
Journal for the History of Arabic Science 2, 255-263, 428-429. ARAFJIC. XIII. 
MR 83C:OlOlO. (ACL) #11.1.22 
ELZINGA, AANT 1980 CHRISTIAAN HUYGENS' theory of research. Janus 67, 281-300. 
MR 83b:O1066. (ACL) #11.1.23 
ENGFER, HANS-GRGEN 1982 Philosophie als Analysis; Studien zur Entwicklung philos- 
ophischer Analysiskonzeptionen unter dem Einfluss mathematischer Methodenmodelle im 
17. und f&hen 18. Jahrhundert. Stuttgart-Bad Cannstatt (Frommannholzboog). 293 pp. 
(Forschungen und Naterialien zur deutschen Aufkl%ung, Abteilung II: Monographien; 
Band 1.) In the 17th and early 18th centuries, "apart from a model of ANALYSIS and 
SYNTHESIS invoked by natural science, there emerge four mathematical models . . . . 
Taking their bearings from these mathematical models, DESCARTES, LEIBNIZ, and, less 
obviously, CHRISTIAN WOLFF develop distinguishable analytical conceptions of philo- 
sophical method, which supplement, or stand in opposition to, the better known mos 
geometricus." Bibliography, personal, subject, and Latin-term indexes are provided. 
(ACL) #11.1.24 
FELLMANN, E A, editor 1983 LEONHARD EULER 1707-1783: Beitrsge zu Leben und Werk; 
Gedenkband des Kantons Basel-Stadt. Basel/Boston/Stuttgart (BirkhKuser Verlag). 
555 pp. 62 illus. $29.95. A handsomely produced commemorative volume giving a 
comprehensive picture of current Euler scholarship. Contents: E. A. Fellmann, "Leon- 
hard Euler--An essay on his life and work," in German; A. 0. Gelfond, "Several char- 
acteristic features of Euler's ideas in the area of mathematical ANALYSIS and in his 
'Introduction to the analysis of INFINITY,"' in German; A. Weil, "Euler's arithmetic 
work," in French; W. Scharlau, "Euler's contributions to the partitio numerorum and 
to the theory of increasing functions," in German; G. P. Matvievskaja and H. P. Oiigova, 
"~uler's manuscripts on NUMBER THEORY," in German; A. P. Jtiskevili, "L. Euler's unpub- 
lished manuscript 'Calculus Differentialis"'; P. Dugac, "Euler, D'ALEMBERT and the 
foundations of analysis," in French; D. Laugwitz, "NON-STANDARD ANALYSIS: A resumption 
of the ideas and methods of LEIBNIZ and Euler," in German; I. J. Schoenberg, "~uler's 
contribution to cardinal spline interpolation: The exponential Euler SPLINES": D. 
Speiser, "Euler's writings on OPTICS, ELECTRICITY, and MAGNETISM," in German; G. K. 
Mikhailov, "Euler and the development of theoretical HYDRAULICS in the second quarter 
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of the eighteenth century," in German; W. Habicht, "Several fundamental themes in 
Euler's theory of SHIPS," in German; B. L. van der Waerden, "Euler's derivation of the 
law of the MOMENT OF MOMENTUM," in German; W. Habicht, "Studies on Euler's DIOPTRICS," 
in German; E. A. Fellmann, “Euler's place in the history of OPTICS," in German; J. 
C?X.SS , "Euler's contributions to POTENTIAL THEORY 1730-1755"; 0. Volk, "Euler's con- 
tributions to the theory of motion of heavenly bodies," in German; N. I. Nevskaja, 
"Euler as astronomer," in German; J. K. Kopelevic', "Euler and the PETERSBURG ACADEMY," 
in German; A. T. Grigor'jan and V. S. Kirsanov, "Euler'S PHYSICS in RUSSIA"; I. Grattan- 
Guinness, "Euler's mathematics in FRENCH science, 1795-1815"; R. Taton, "The relation 
of Euler to LAGRANGE," in French; P. Speziali, "Euler and GABRIEL CRAMER," in French; 
R. Jaquel, "Euler, his son Johann Albrecht, and their friend JEAN III BERNOULLI," in 
French; W. Breidert, "Euler and PHILOSOPHY," in German; M. Raith, "The father, Paulus 
Euler: contributions to the understanding of Euler's intellectual origin," in German; 
R. Bernoulli, "Euler's eye diseases," in German; K.-R. Biermann, "From the pre-history 
of the Euler works edition 1783-1907," in German; J. K. Burckhardt, "The Euler Commis- 
sion of the Swiss Society for Science--a contribution to the history of the works 
edition," in German; J. K. Burckhardt, "Euleriana--register of writings about Euler." 
(ACL) #11.1.25 
FENAROLI, GIUSEPPINA & PENCO, MARIA ANTONIETTA 1981 The first analyses of MORTALITY 
PROBLEMS in probabilistic terms. Physis--Rivista di Storia della Scienza 23, 115-134. 
PROBABILITY. MR 83a:01019. (ACL) #11.1.26 
FOLKERTS, MBNSO 1983 Eine bisher unbekannte Abhandlung iiber das Rechenbrett aus dem 
beginnenden 14. Jahrhundert. HM 10, 435-447. COUNTING BOARD. (ACL) #11.1.27 
FOLKBRTS, MENSO 1983 KURT VOGEL: Biographic und Bibliographic. HM 10, 261-273. 
(ACL) #11.1.28 
FOWLER, D H & TURNER, E G 1983 Hibeh Papyrus i 27: An early example of GREEK arith- 
metical NOTATION. ml 10, 344-359. (ACL) #11.1.29 
FPANCI, RAFFAELLA & RIGATELLI, LAURA TOT1 1983 Maestro Benedetto da Firenze e la 
storia dell'algebra. HM 10, 297-317. BENEDETTO OF FLORENCE. ALGEBRA. XV. (ACL) 
#11.1.30 
FUCHS, L 1981 Historical survey of ABELIAN GROUPS. Pp. 61-71 in American mathematical 
heritage: algebra and applied mathematics. Lubbock, Tex. (Texas Techsity). 
MR 83a:01029. (AC;;j- #11.1.31 
GAUTHIER, WON 1976 Fonderats des math&atiques: Introduction 2 une philosophie con- 
structiviste. Mont&al (Les presses de l'Universit8 de Montreal). 460 pp. Index. 
$21.95 Canadian. A CONSTRUCTIVIST treatment of the modern FOUNDATIONS of mathematics. 
For history, reference is made to writings of W. S. Hatcher and A. Mostowski. (ACL) 
#11.1.32 
GINGERICH, OWEN & WELTHER, BARBARA 1983 Planetary, lunar, and solar positions new 
and full moons, A. D. 1650-1805. Philadelphia (Amer. Philosophical Sot.). xxix+97 pp. 
Hardbound. $20.00. From the book jacket: "Supplementing the tables is a long analytical 
essay which examines the theoretical and computational developments in ALMANAC-making 
in the period that bridges between Kepler and Laplace." (ACL) #11.1.33 
GCOD, I J 1980 Some history of the hierarchical BAYESIAN METHO!XILOGY. Pp. 489-519 
in Bayesian statistics. Valencia (University Press). MR 83b:O1052. (ACL) #11.1.34 
RAIMO, FRANKLIN TEPPER & HAIMO, DEBORAH 1983 Comnents and complements. American 
Mathematical Monthly 90, 472-478. A revelatory collection of readers' comments on 
the Notes section of the Monthly. Especially noteworthy are the example of duplica- 
tion, errors, and the need to cite works over 40 years old. @CL) #11.1.35 
HALMOS, PAUL R 1983 Selecta. Vol. 1: Research contributions. Vol. 2: Expository 
writing. New York/Heidelberg/Berlin (Springer). 2 Vol. Vol. 1: $32. Vol. 2: $19.80. 
FrontiSpiece portraits. Volume 2, with an introduction by one of the editors, Leonard 
Gillman, contains photographic reproductions of expository articles including several 
relating to history: "American mathematics from 1940 to the day before yesterday"; 
"The work of F. RIESZ"; "The heart of mathematics"; "The legend of JOHN VON NEUMANN". 
An interview with Halmos by Donald J. Albers is included. (ACL) #11.1.36 
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HENDERSON, HAROLD V, PUKELSHEIM, FRIEDRICH, & SEARLE, SHAYLE R 1983 On ths history 
of the KRONECKER PRODUCT. Linear and Multilinear Algebra 14, 113-120. Also called 
the DIRECT, or TENSOR PRODUCT, it appears to have been first used by JOHANN GEoRG 
ZEHFUSS in 1858. This fact was recognized by T. Muir in his 1881 history of detsrmi- 
nants but generally overlooked since. A 53-item bibliography is included. (ACL) 
#11.1.37 
HBYRUP, JENS 1983 Institutionalizations of mathematics teaching and the character 
of mathematical scientific discourse: observations from the perspective of pre-Modern 
history. poskilde, Denmark (Roskilde University Centre Institute of Educational 
Research, Media Studies and Theory of Science). ii+41 pp. Mimeographed. Reprint of 
contribution to the seminar "Mathematics as a science and as a school subject," 
Thessaloniki, April 11 to April 16, 1983. "If mathematics is constituted by being 
taught, we must expect it to be very much moulded by that particular TEACHING by which 
it comes about. It will be my aim . . . to trace that moulding in the restricted case 
of institutionalized teaching." (ACL) #11.1.38 
INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS ON MATHEMATICAL EDUCATION 1983 Proceedings of the Fourth 
International Congress on Mathematical Education. Edited by Marilyn Zweng et al. 
Boston/Stuttgart/Base1 (Birkhauser). xv+725 pp. $70.00. From the Acknowledgments: 
"Over half of the presenters at the Congress are represented in this volume; a total 
of almost 3000 pages of manuscript was submitted. Although not comprehensive, the 
totality of the articles presents a rather clear picture of the state-of-the-art world 
wide in mathematics education at the time the Congress was held in August of 1980." 
Relevant to history are Casey W. Humphreys, "Use of the history of mathematics in the 
mathematics curriculum," pp. 396-398; Bruce R. Meserve, "The history of mathematics 
as a pedagogical tool," pp. 398-400; Leo Rogers," The mathematics curriculum and the 
history of mathematics," pp. 400-402; Maassouma M. Kazim, "The use of history of math- 
ematics in the teaching of mathematics in secondary education," pp. 402-404; Hans Niels 
Jahnke, "The relevance of philosophy and history of science and mathematics for math- 
ematical education," pp. 444-447; Roland0 Chuaqui, "Restricted Platonism and the teach- 
ing of mathematics," pp. 447-449; Gilles Lachaud, "What we can get from the history of 
arithmetic," pp. 449-450; David Pimm, "Why the history of mathematics should not be 
rated X--the need for an appropriate epistemology of mathematics for mathematics ed- 
ucation," pp. 450-452; Gert Schubring, "Comparative study of the development of math- 
ematics education as a professional discipline in different countries: general trend 
report," pp. 482-484; Mahdi Abdeljaouad, "Tunisia," p. 485; Phillip S. Jones, "U.S.A.," 
pp. 485-486; Janine Rogalski, "France," pp. 486-487; Gert Schubring, "Western Germany," 
p. 487; Derek Woodrow, "England and Wales," pp. 487-488; Waclaw Zawadowski, "Poland," 
pp. 488-489. Author index is included. (ACL) #11.1.39 
JAQUEL, ROGER 1979 Introduction : l'etude des d;buts scientifiques (1752-1755) du 
savant universe1 JEAN-HBNRI LAMBERT (1728-1777); le rSle de DANIEL BERNOULLI. Pp. 27- 
38 in Co tes Rendus du 104e Congres National des Sociitis Savantes, Fast. IV. 
(Biblie Nationaz)>R 83a:OlO~)-y ~ 
Paris 
#11.1.40 
KANEKO, TSUTOMU 1980 On "ShEkan bumono, Vol. II." Sagakushi Kenkye 85, 6-15. In 
Japanese. A biography of JIHEI MOMOKAWA (c. 1580-1638) and the contents of his book 
are given. WASAN. JAPANESE. MR 83a:01009. (ACL) #11.1.41 
KNOB-, EBERHARD 1983 Van Riemann zu Lebesgue--zur htwicklung der Integrations- 
theorie. HM 10, 318-343. INTEGRATION. (ACL) #11.1.42 
w, R S & GINHA, R S 1981 Contribution of MahhviricLrya in the development of theory 
of SERIES. Mathematics Education (Siwan) 15, B31-B44. Summarizes a work of MAHEVTRA 
(850 A. D.). INDIAN. MR 83a:01011. (ACL) #11.1.43 
LANGINS, JANIS 1980 Sur la premi&e organisation de l'&ole polytechnique. Texte de 
l'arr&i du 6 frimaire an III. Revue d'Histoire des Sciences et de leurs Applications 
33, 289-313, On the first organization of the SCoLE POLYTECHNIQUE. Text of the decree 
of 6 frimaire, Year III. MR 83b:01033. (ACL) #11.1.44 
MACLANE, SAUNDERS 1980 The genesis of mathematical structures, as exemplified in 
the work of CHARLES EHRESMANN. Cahiers Topologie Giom&rie Diffe'rentielle 21. 353- 
365. MR &33b:01056. (ACL) #11.1.45 
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MARCHI, PEGGY 1980 The method of analysis in mathematics. Pp. 159-172 in Scientific 
Discovery, Logic, and Irrationality. Boston Studies in Philosophy of Science, 56. 
LXxdrecht (Reidel). ANALYSIS in GREEK mathematics. MR 83a:01006. (ACL) #11.1.46 
MESCHKOWSKI, HERBERT 1983 GEORG CANTOR: Leben, Werk und Wirkung. Mannheim/Wien/ 
!&rich (Bibliographisches Institut). xvi+315 pp. Illustrated. Hardbound. 56 DM. 
This is a revised edition of the first, 1967 edition which appeared under the title 
"Probleme des Unendlichen." To the original edition, three Cantor letters (including 
one about Poincare to Mrs. Chisholm-Young of 20 June 1908). three pages of text, and 
nineteen bibliographic entries have been added to incorporate recent work on Cantor. 
(ACL) #11.1.47 
MOTZKIN, THEOWRE S 1983 Theodore S. Motzkin: Selected papers. 
(Birkhauser). xxvi+530 pp. $65.00. 
Boston/Basel/Stuttgart 
Motzkin was born in Berlin, 1908, and died in Los 
Angeles, 1970. This selection includes papers on linear inequalities and linear pro- 
gramming, convexity, algebra, combinatorics and graph theory, power series, and approx- 
imation theory. A synopsis of his work, list of publications, and portrait are 
included. (ACL) #11.1.48 
NORWN, DIDIER 1979 Existe-il "ne communaut8 des mathsmaticiens? Pp. 339-349 in 
Comptes Rendus du 104e Congras National des Sociitis Savantes --- 
1iothGque Nationale). 
----t Fast. IV. Paris (Bib- 
"Is there a community of mathematicians?" HISTORIOGRAPHY. 
MR 83a:OlOOl. (ACL) #11.1.49 
NO+, LUBOZ 1981 Some remarks on the calculus of PROBABILITY in the eighteenth cen- 
tury. Pp. 25-32 in Proceedinqs of the 1978 Pisa Conference on the History and 
Philosophv of Science Vol. II. --r Dordrecht (Reidel). MR 83b:01035. (ACL) #11.1.50 
PAWLIKOWSKA-BROZEK, ZOFIA 1978 On the mathematical works of Koch&ski. organon 14, 
67-72. ADAM A KOCHA&KI, 17th century POLISH scientist. MR 83b:01025. (ACL)#11.1.51 
PEPE, LUIGI 1982 Note sulla diffusione della G&m&is di Descartes in Italia nel 
secolo XVII. Bolletino di Storia delle Scienze Matematiche 2, 249-288. DESCARTES' 
G&m&rie was not greeted with enthusiasm by the leading Italian mathenaticians-- 
-Cavalieri, and Torricelli, for example. Greater interest was shown by some 
lesser known scholars. The paper includes a BIBLIOGRAPHY listing the works of Des- 
cartes and 71 treatises by (roughly) contemporary Italian mathematicians. (ERP)#11.1.52 
REESE, RONALD LANE, EVERETT, STEVEN M, & CRAIJN, EDWIN D 1981 The origin of the Julian 
period: an application of CONGRUENCES and the CHINESE REMAINDER THEOREM. American 
Journal of Physics 49, 658-661. MR 83c:O1017. (ACL) #11.1.53 
RICHARDS, JOHN 1980 Boole and Mill: differing perspectives on logical psychologism. 
History and Philosophy of Logic 1, 19-36. JOHN STUART MILL. GEORGE BOOLE. 
MR 83a:OOOll. (ACL) #11.1.54 
ROWE, DAVID E 1983 A forgotten chapter in the history of FELIX KLEIN's Erlanger 
Programm. HM 10, 448-454. (ACL) #11.1.55 
SAIDAN, A S 1980 Magic squares in an ARABIC manuscript. Journal for History of 
Arabic Science 4, 87-89. MR 83a:OlOlO. (ACL) #11.1.56 
SALMON, WESLEY C 1981 JOHN VENN's e of chance. Pp. 125-138 in Proceedings of the 
1978 Pisa Conference on the History and PhEowof Science, Vol. II. 
-- 
-- -- - Dordrecht 
(Reidel). PROBABILITY. MR 83a:01032. (ACL) iill.l.57 
SALMON, WESLEY C 1981 ROBERT LESLIE ELLIS and the frequency theory. Pp. 139-143 in 
Proceedings of the 1978 Pisa Conference on the History and Philosophy of Science, 
vol. II. ---.- 
-- - 
Dordrecht (Reldel). PROBABILITY. 
-- 
JOHN VENN. MR 83b:01047. (Ac~)#ii.i.58 
SCHNEIDER, IV0 1980 CHRISTIAAN HUYGEN'S contribution to the development of a calculus 
of probabilities. Janus 67, 269-279. MR 83a:01023. (XL) #11.1.59 
SCHNEIDER, IV0 1981 Why do we find the origin of a calculus of probabilities in the 
seventeenth century? Pp. 3-24 in Proceedings of the 1978 Pisa Conference on the His- 
tory and Philosophy of Science. Vol. II. ---7 PROBABILITY. Dordrecht (Reidel) 
--- 
MR 83b: -- 
01027. (ACL) #11.1.60 
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SCHNEIDER, IV0 1983 Potenzsurmenformel" im 17. Jahrhundert. HM 10, 286-296. POWER 
SERIES. (ACL) #11.1.61 
SCRIBA, CHRISTOPH J 1983 Gregory's converging double sequence. HM 10, 274-285. 
JAMES GREGORY. (ACL) #11.1.62 
SMITH, G C 1981/82 DE MORGAN and the laws of algebra. centaurus 25, 50-70. MR 83c: 
01031. (AC%) #11.1.63 
SUPPES, PATRICK 1981 Limitations of the AXIOMATIC METHOD in ancient GREEK mathematics 
sciences. Pp. 197-213 in Proceedings of the 1978 Piss Conference on the History and ---- 
Philosophy of Science, Vol. II. Dordrecht (Reidel). NR 83c:O1005. -- (ACL) #11.1.64 
TEE, GARRY J 1983 The heritage of CHARLES BABBAGE in Australasia. Annals of the 
History of Computing 5, 45-59. Babbage's eldest son, Benjamin Herschel Babbage (1815- 
18781, migrated to South Australia in 1851. Descendants are responsible for a" accum- 
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